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Historical background
The large areas between Tibet and
Mongolia, formerly known as East
Turkestan, were annexed by the
Manchu Empire in 1759 - after the
complete destruction of the Dzungar
state and the mass extermination of
the Mongol Dzungar people - and
called Sinkiang (“New Dominion”).
The Russians called it Chinese
Turkestan.
The boundary of the northernmost
part of Sinkiang was uncertain. Some
of its territory, notably the Altai
region and its district with
SHARASUME as the main centre
was claimed between China, Russia
and Mongolia. The Altai region may
have been divided between these
three countries.
Sharasume, (in Russian
ШАРАCУМЭ; in Chinese: CHENGHWA-SZE), approx. 2,000 km. west
of Urga, was built by the Manchu as a
strategic centre in the late 19th
century. It soon became a rather
important little town, which the wellknown British traveller Carruthers
described in 1910 as follows: “We
found Sharasume to consist of several
'Yamens' - residences of Chinese
officials - a mud fort for the garrison,
and a group of houses and stores
belonging to Chinese Tartars and
Chantos”.
The Manchu considered the Altai
region to be part of China's “Western
Regions”, as the westernmost
province of the Chinese Empire. They
looked at the frontier zone of the
Altai region in the north-eastern part
of Sinkiang as vulnerable to both
Russian and Mongolian
encroachment. Sparsely populated
and weakly defended, this area was
inhabited by ten Mongolian
(Khosuud, Torguud and AltaUryankhai) banners (administrative
units), which were nomadised on both
sides of the Altai Mountains. Until
1907 both the Kobdo and Altai

districts had been administered from
Kobdo, but in that year Sharasume
was designated by the Manchu
government as the administrative
centre of the Altai region. When the
Chinese Revolution succeeded in
China proper in 1911 Yang TsengHsin (1864-1928) was appointed as
the first Republican GovernorGeneral of Sinkiang. His policy
aimed at bringing the whole of
Sinkiang under his direct control,
curtailing the influences of the
Russian Empire and preventing the
advance of Mongol troops into the
Altai district and keeping them out of
the Altai region.
Tsarist Russia, which was always
trying to gain greater influence in
Sinkiang, regarded the Altai region as
part of Mongolia within its ancient
borders, as a geostrategically
important area. Within the framework
of its great imperial drive for power
Russia presumably preferred the
Mongolian Altai Mountains as the
southern boundary of a new buffer
state and sphere of influence.
The Mongols have at times
advocated for the historical Oirat
Dzungar Mongol area of Dzungaria,
in Northern Sinkiang, to be annexed
to the Mongol state in the name of
Pan-Mongolism. When Outer
Mongolia declared its independence
on 29 December 1911, it also asserted
its claim to the area around
Sharasume. Geographical maps,
including the official Chinese “Postal
Atlas of China”, show that the area of
Sharasume belonged to the loose
region called Mongolia. Since there
was no clearly defined boundary
there, the territories straddling the
Mongolian Altai Mountains remained
an area of constant tensions and
military clashes.
Both events in 1911, the fall of the
Qing (Manchu) dynasty and the
declaration of the independence of
Outer Mongolia had a major impact
on the political and military situation
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in western Mongolia with its main
centre in KOBDO (Khovd), located
at the junction of important trade
routes leading from Mongolia to
Siberia and Sinkiang. Kobdo was the
administrative seat of the strategic
Altai district, extending from
Sharasume to Lake Koso-Gol. Kobdo
was the last Manchu-Chinese
stronghold in this area. The Chinese
armed forces (“Kobdo Rescue
Force”) were raised in Sinkiang to
prevent its fall into Mongolian hands.
This force halted within a short
distance of Kobdo due to Russian
intervention. In Kobdo there was also
the residence of a Chinese Military
Governor backed by a strong
garrison. At that time the powerful
Mongolian (Torghud) Prince Palta
(1882-1920) who was the Chief
Administrator of Altai, played an
important role. He remained faithful
to the Chinese and refused to
recognise the new rule of the Bogd
Khaan at Urga. His fight against the
newly established Mongolian
government led to armed clashes
between the Chinese and Mongolian
troops. Urga under the Bogdo Khaan
mobilised militiamen during the siege
of Kobdo City (May-August 1912).
With the mission of the “pacification
of the western border areas” the
Mongolian troops under the
leadership of Damdinsuren (18711921), Magsarjav (1877-1927),
Dambiijantsan (1862-1922), and
Damdinbazar (1874-1923) captured
the City of Khovd, destroyed all the
Manchu-Chinese garrisons, abolished
the governance of the Qing-appointed
amban and a bloody massacre
followed. Kobdo fell in August 1912.
However, the Chinese forces
managed to prevent a further advance
of the Mongolians into Altai/
Sinkiang. Russian pressure compelled
these forces to remain inactive until
the Tsarist consul in Sharasume,
M.N. Kuzminsky, arranged with the
Altai Governor, Prince Palta, a
provisional agreement for the
cessation of hostilities between China
and Mongolia in December 1913.

This cease-fire based on the status
quo meant that the Altai Mountains
were defined as the provisional
border between China and Mongolia.
The Mongols, however, who at this
time were still actively fighting for a
Pan-Mongolian state, refused to
accept this arrangement as final.
The Altai district continued to be
divided between newly independent
Mongolia and the Chinese province
of Sinkiang. Kobdo, with the greater
part of the Altai district, thus
remained in Mongolian hands. The
two towns Sharasume and TsaganTunke were transferred to the
Chinese province of Sinkiang which
was not recognised by Outer
Mongolia.
The idea of Pan-Mongolism, the
ultimate goal of the newly founded
government of the Bogd Khanate, to
unite almost all parts of Mongolia
into one independent state, was not
realised. Independence was replaced
by the autonomy of Outer Mongolia
under the suzerainty of the Chinese
Republic. This ambiguous status was
imposed on the Bogdo Government
by the 1913 Chinese-Russian
Convention and the 1915 tripartite
Treaty of Kyakhta between China,
Russia and Mongolia, Article 11 of
which defined the border of the
autonomous Mongolia as follows:
“the territory of Outer Mongolia
comprises the regions which ...were
under the jurisdiction of the Chinese
Amban at Urga, or the TartarGeneral at Uliasutai and of the
Chinese Amban at Kobdo; and...
borders on China by the limits of the
khoshuns (administrative units) of the
four aimaks (provinces) of Khalkha
and the district of Kobdo, bounded
(inter alia)... by the Province of
Sinkiang on the southwest, and by the
districts of Altai on the West.” But
since no detailed maps existed and
the boundaries were uncertain, it was
agreed that the frontier of Outer
Mongolia, together with the
boundaries between Kobdo and the
Altai Mountains should be the subject
of negotiations. Chinese frontier
commissioners were conscious that

the Altai region was potentially an
explosive problem, in particular in
view of the approaching deadline
(7 June 1917) for the delimitation and
demarcation of the Sino-Mongolian
border as provided for by Article 11
of the tripartite Treaty of Kyakhta.
They feared that the Mongols might
be spurred into contesting Chinese
sovereignty. The complexity of the
border situation was clearly shown,
for example, in the disputed district
of Uryankhai, which the Mongols
wanted the Russians to recognise as
forming part of Mongolia. In the
Altai Range, the seven banners
(administrative units) of Altai
Uryankhai were divided into two
parts; two banners came under
Chinese administration and five
banners remained in Outer Mongolia.
Russia's entry into the First World
War, the break-up of the Tsarist
regime, followed by the Bolshevik
Revolution and the Civil War
diverted the focus of Tsarist and
Soviet Russia away from autonomous
Mongolia. The instability of the new
Russian regime opened up the
possibility for Chinese forces to
smash Mongolia's autonomy in 1919.
The Altai Region came under
Chinese influence and was eventually
separated from Mongolia and
annexed to the Sinkiang Province of
China. Emphasising the strategic
importance of the Altai region,
Chinese commissioners in Mongolia,
including the High Commissioner in
Urga, Chen Yi, demanded decisive
action from Peking, and on 1 July
1919 the President of China
announced the incorporation of Altai
as a district of China.
The area around Sharasume was no
longer guaranteed to belong to Outer
Mongolia and became a Chinese city.
The place name 'Sharasume' was
replaced by the Chinese with ‘Chenghwa-sze’ or ‘Chenghwa’. Today Altai
is the only county-level city of the
Altai Prefecture, within the Ili
Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture in
the Sinkiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region of the People's Republic of
China, bordering Kazakhstan on its
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north-west, Russia on its north, and
Mongolia on its north-east borders.
All these historical developments
were reflected in the establishment
and operation of the Russian and
Chinese postal services in this area
and in the mail sent from Sharasume/
Cheng-hwa-sze: There is evidence
that in the Altai region the postal
service operated for some time under
two administrations concurrently Chinese and Russian.
Chinese Post Office in Cheng-hwasze (Sharasume)
The north-west terminus of the
Chinese Post Office in 1909 was
Lanchow, the capital of Kansu
province. Postal services from
Lanchow to Tihwa (Urumchi) capital
of Sinkiang (2,200 miles) and within
Sinkiang were operated by the
government courier service
(I-CHAN). In 1909, the Governor of
Sinkiang requested the Chinese
Government to open the area to postal
services. By the end of 1910 the
Sinkiang Postal District with its head
office at Tihwa consisted of 16
offices and 20 agencies with nine
interconnecting routes.
‘Cheng-hwa-sze’ was named in the
list of Chinese postal agencies based
on the Annual Reports of the Chinese
Post Office Department. In 1918,
Sinkiang was instructed to open the
mail route between Cheng-hwa-sze
and Kobdo (Outer Mongolia), thus
completing the approx. 2,000 km.
long mail route Urga - Ulyasutai Kobdo - Cheng-hwa-sze (Sharasume)
by mounted horse. From the Chinese
point of view this was a domestic
route since they did not recognise the
independence of Mongolia. The exact
date of the opening of the Chinese
post office at ‘Cheng-hwa-sze’ is not
known. From about 1918 there was a
situation in the Altai district in which
parallel to the Russian P.O.
Sharasume the Chinese P.O. Chenghwa-sze was also active, which
considered this area to belong to
Sinkiang.

From this period the only known
registered cover (Fig. 1) travelled
the route from the Chinese Post
Office ‘Cheng-hwa-sze’ (Sharasume)
via Kobdo (Outer Mongolia) to
Peking.
In the 'Manhattan' collection of
Sinkiang Postal History, which was
offered for sale a few years ago,
several covers (from 1925 to 1931)
with English/Chinese “CHENGHWA-SZE (ALTAI OR
SHARASUME)” dispatch c.d.s.'s
were presented.

However, doubts must be expressed
as to whether the Chinese P.O. at
‘Cheng-hwa-sze’ can be regarded as a
“China used in Mongolia”, especially
since there is no reference to
Mongolia in the design of the Chinese
local postmark.
Russian Post Office in Sharasume
Overall, there is little literature on the
postal history of the Russian Post
Office in Sharasume. The sections in
the books on “Russian Empire Used
Abroad” by Tchilinghirian & Stephen
(1959), the “Postal History of
Mongolia” handbook by W.C.
Hellrigl (2011), the accompanying
texts to the Grand Prix collection of
R. Casey (2012) and the treatise on
the Russian Post in China and
Mongolia by L. Ratner (1915) as well
as covers and descriptions from
important collections, auction
catalogues and articles in the
philatelic press serve as the basis for
further treatment of this topic.
The starting point was Hellrigl's table
in which he presented 22 covers
originating from the Russian Post
Office at Sharasume in chronological
order, without subdivision into
registered and non-registered covers.
Since the publication of this list more
than ten years ago, there have also
been new findings. In total, now 30
postal items (29 covers and 1
postcard) can be proven. (See
Table 1)

Fig. 1: Registered A.R. red band cover carried from Cheng-hwa-sze
(14 Sept. 1919 via Kobdo (20 Sept.) to Peking (29 Sept.), franked with
Sinkiang stamps (total 29c.), tied by “CHENG-HWA-SZE/ALTAI”
dispatch c.d.s., rare “KOBDO” transit c.d.s. and “Peking” arrival c.d.s.

Opening of the Russian Post Office
Sinkiang had been the centre of trade
and communication between Chinese
and Russians empires from the
earliest times. Although the official
Chinese Government I-CHAN
courier service and MIN-CHU letter
companies probably operated from
earlier dates, the first regular postal
system in Sinkiang was established
by the Russians. Tsarist Russia
retained the monopoly of carrying
mail throughout Sinkiang until the
Manchu introduced their own postal
service in the first decade of the 20th
century. By that time the Russians
had a functioning railway network
and many consulates in Central Asia,
Siberia and Manchuria.
The Russian Consulate in Sharasume
was opened by Tsarist Consul V.F.
Louba in May 1911. So far, an
official opening date for the Russian
Post Office in Sharasume is
unknown. It has been suggested that
this P.O. also started operations in
1911. This does not appear to be
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correct. Initially, all postal tasks were
taken over and carried out by the
Russian Consulate in Sharasume.
Based on archival research, the
Russian postal historian L. Ratner
was able to document that the
consulate ceased its postal activity on
the day the Russian Post Office at
Sharasume officially started operating
on 23 November 1914, in the early
months of the First World War. The
opening of the Sharasume P.O. was
also recorded in the 1914 Russian
Postal Guide.
Postal route

Without exception all covers had the
same destination - Peking, one to
Waikwan (business area of Peking).
The first known letter from the
Russian Post Office Sharasume was
sent on 31 July1915. (See Fig. 4)
First, the mail was carried via the
postal road Uliasutai - Kobdo crossing the westernmost MongolianRussian border - to the nearest
Russian town KOSH-AGACH and
further north via Biisk and Barnaul to

Novonikolaevsk (today Novosibirsk)
on the Trans-Siberian Railway. Since
the Sharasume - Kobdo route (400
km.) was a very difficult one, as it
was necessary to cross the Mongolian
Altai Mountains (Urmugutey Pass,
about 3,000m), and was open to
traffic only for packhorse use and
could only be used in summer for
four months due to extreme climatic
conditions, the Russian Consul
Kuzminsky opened the postal route
(distance at least 300 km.) between
Sharasume and the nearest town in
Russia - ZAISAN (Semipalatinsk
Oblast, today East Kazakhstan)
through inhabited territory in April
1912. This postal route improved this
region's relations with Russia. Due to
the lack of Chinese postal facilities, it
was used not only by Russians but
also by the local population. From
1 April light mail was carried once a
week and heavy mail once a month.
The route itself and postal activity on
this route were under the
management of the OMSK Post and
Telegraph Administration. The
provision of post offices and posts
along the route was repeatedly
postponed due to the complicated
situation in the region. From Zaisan
the mail was carried onward via
Semipalatinsk to Omsk or
Novonikolaevsk on the TransSiberian Railway, passing Irkutsk,
Verkhne-Udinsk and Chita, then on
the Chinese Eastern Railway via
Harbin and on the South Manchuria
and Northern Chinese Railways up to
Peking.
Although the northern postal route
through large parts of Siberia and
Manchuria was much longer than the
road from the Altai district
southwards via the old caravan routes
to Peking, the main reason for using
the northern postal line was the
speedy service, the direct connection
to the Trans-Siberian Railway and
thus a faster transport of mail from
one end of the Chinese Empire to the
other, especially in the period
between 1915 and 1918. Carrying the
mail by traditional means via
southern Sinkiang along the old
caravan roads would have been very

Fig. 2: Postal Route from Sharasume via Kosh-Agach (or Zaisan) to the Transsib via
Harbin to Peking. (This map was elaborated by the author on the basis of the black &
white 'Map 13' in: Tchilinghirian & Stephen's book “Stamps of the Russian Empire
Used Abroad”. Part Four, Aberlour (Banffshire) 1959, p.300. It shows the mail route
from the disputed area of SHARASUME/Altai (grey) through Russia (red) and via
Harbin/China up to Peking (yellow). The Russian Post Offices in Mongolia are also
marked (blue).

Fig. 2a: This map was elaborated by
the author on the basis of 'Map 42' in:
Postal Atlas of China. Postal
Establishments and Postal Routes in
Each Province. Mongolia. West
Section, Peking 1919 (Chin., Engl.,
French). It shows the disputed area of
Sharasume and the postal routes via
Kosh-Agach and Zaisan up to the
Trans-Siberian Railway.

slow. At that time there was no direct
railway connection between Sinkiang
and central parts of China. In
addition, the Chinese authorities did
not allow the Russian Post Office to
deliver directly its mail from the Altai
region into the Chinese hinterland.
There is no evidence of any letters
sent from the Russian P.O. of
Sharasume were delivered south
through any town of the Sinkiang
province to Peking or other Chinese
provinces.
Even in 1919, when the northern
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route was interrupted by military
clashes between the Red Army, the
retreating forces under Admiral
Kolchak and the Czechoslovak
Legion guarding it, the 'Sharasume'
mail was forwarded to Peking via
Siberia and Manchuria. However,
individual letters from this period
were in transit for up to two years.
It is interesting to note that so far also
no covers are known forwarded to a
destination of the Russian Empire or
early Soviet Russia. The only known
postal stationery card (6 July 1916) is

also the only non-registered foreign
item of mail from Sharasume to
Europe (Denmark).
Postage Stamps
The ‘Sharasume’ covers are of
particular interest, because of their
different modes of prepayment.
In the period between 1915 and 1918
only Russian stamps were used
mostly on Chinese red band covers,
including: 1909/12 issue: 1k., 2k.,
3k., 4k., 7k., 10k., 15k., 20k., 50k. 70
and 1r.; 1916 provisional issue:
10k./7k. Arms; 1917 issue, imperf.:
5k., 35k. and 1r.! Also loose stamps
with the Cyrillic ‘SHARASUME’
double-ring c.d.s. are known,
including only one copy of the
Romanov 14k. (1913). But so far no
registered cover was recorded with
‘Romanov’stamps, tied by a Cyrillic
‘Sharasume’ postmark. Also ‘Kitai’
overprints and ‘War Charity’ stamps
have not been seen from that office.
In 1915, the Sinkiang currency was
devalued to a quarter of the Chinese.
The ‘Junk’ issue was quickly
overprinted vertically with five
Chinese characters translating as
“Restricted for use in Sinkiang” to
avoid profiteering by individuals
buying in one area and selling stamps
in another. The ‘Sinkiang’
overprinted Chinese provincial
stamps with single denominations of
½c., 2c., 3c., 4c., 5c., 6c. and 7c. were
applied to almost all letters sent by
the Russian Post Office at Sharasume
in 1919. Two covers are known
(18.09.1915 and 07.10.1919), which
were franked only with Sinkiang
stamps. (See Figs. 5 and 20)
Combination frankings
A special feature of the Sharasume
covers is that individual covers
mailed in 1919 often display
combination frankings of Russian
‘Arms’ and Chinese ‘Junk’ stamps
with the “Restricted for use in
Sinkiang” overprint. So far six such
combination covers have been
recorded, dated between January and
October 1919, on which all the

stamps, including those of Sinkiang,
were cancelled with the Russian
postmark of Sharasume. These mixed
country combination covers were
probably forwarded via the TransSiberian Railway.
Postage Rates
Since the previously known data for
Russian internal and foreign
postage rates only partially
correspond to the actual franking of
the genuinely used ‘Sharasume’
covers, three periods can generally be
determined despite individual
deviations:
- from July 1915 to July 1917:
20k. (letter rate 10k. plus registration
10k.);
- from March to June 1918:
105k. (letter rate 35k. plus 70k.
registration);
- from January to October 1919: 2r.
plus 9c. (Sinkiang overprints).
There is a note in the literature that in
1919, in addition to the ordinary letter
rate of 2r., an additional 2r. was
required for the registration fee.
However, this cannot be proven by
the postal items recorded from
Sharasume.
The postage rates of Sinkiang were
the same as in China until 4 August
1910. Thereafter a special tariff was
applied for Sinkiang and Mongolia
until 1935. There are two Sharasume
covers that show exclusively the
ordinary postage rate of 9c. in
Sinkiang stamps (Figs. 5 and 20).
Additional franking with ‘Sinkiang’
overprinted Chinese ‘Junks’ (mostly
9c.) was imposed by the Chinese
postal authorities at the Russian
‘Sharasume’ P.O. for outgoing covers
in 1919.
Postmarks /other handstamps
No postmarks from Sharasume have
so far been recorded with dates before
1915 and after 1919.
The cancellations from the Russian
post office at Sharasume are recorded
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from 31 July 1915 to 16 October
1919. All of the known covers,
including those with Sinkiang stamps,
have the only known Cyrillic doublering datestamp “SHARASUME/
MONGOLIYA/serial letter ‘be’ ”
(Hellrigl Type 1). Datestamps with
serial letter “a” have not yet been
seen. The inscription in the datestamp
is very similar to the Cyrillic
postmarks of the other Russian post
offices in Mongolia (Urga, Kobdo,
Tzsain-Shabi, Ulangom and
Ulyasutai).

Sharasume
31.07.1915-16.10.1919
Fig. 3: SHARASUME double-ring c.d.s.
(Hellrigl Type 1) . Double circle
datestamp, outer circle 29 mm, inner
circle 18 mm. Cyrillic inscription
“SHARASUME/MONGOLIA” with
serial letter “be”. Single-line date in
Arabic numerals in the middle and two
star ornaments at the bottom.

The typical feature of most of this
mail is that on the front side of the
cover was a large Cyrillic three-line
(mostly red) directional h.s. “To
Peking /Via Harbin/ To the Chinese
Post Office”.
Since most of the letters from
Sharasume were sent during the First
World War (1914-1918), in some
cases a red “Military Censor”
handstamp was applied by the
Russian “Military Post Office” at
Irkutsk. (See Figs.5 and 14)
Registration labels
In contrast to the other Russian
provincial post offices in Mongolia,
from which there are very few
registered letters (such as TzainShabi), the post office in Sharasume
had an astonishing number of variants
of printed/handwritten registration
labels, which is due to the fact that
almost all covers were registered.

The registration labels differ in some
details (size of the printed label; the
height and thickness of the red
Cyrillic letter “З” (ЗАКАЗНОЕ) for
registered; the word “Mongolia” with
and without brackets; round and
square brackets; the arrangement of
the country name “Mongolia” under
the registration number etc.). So far,
there is only one cover with a
manuscript registration label.
(see Fig. 22)

The earliest recorded registered cover from Sharasume

On the basis of Hellrigl's listing and
classification of all known
registration labels an attempt has
been made, taking into account the
new findings, to assign all the 25
known registered covers from
Sharasume to the ten known printed
and manuscript registration labels.
One registration label has been added
which cannot be assigned to a
previously known label type. Covers
with these registration labels of
Sharasume are so rare because only
one or two copies exist of some.
Since the quality of black & white
images varies greatly due to
illustrations in old auction catalogues
and collections most black & white
images are omitted.
The registered covers so far known
emanating from the Russian post
office at Sharasume are shown regardless of the date of dispatch according to the sequential
numbering of the registration label
types (1 -10).

Fig. 4: Sharasume 1 (used: 31.07.1915-12.06.1918). 1915 registered
red band cover routed via the Trans-Siberian Railway and onward
via HARBIN to PEKING with the registration label - “Z/No. 144”
(Hellrigl Type 1), bearing 1909 Arms 10k. (2), tied by
“SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/31.7.15/be” dispatch double-ring
c.d.s., and with bilingual Harbin transit c.d.s. (3 Sept.) and English/
Chinese Peking arrival c.d.s. (6 Sept.).

Fig. 5: Sharasume 1 (the first known cover without Russian stamps). 1915 registered
envelope sent on the northern route via HARBIN (26 Oct.) to PEKING (29 Oct.) with the
registration label “Z/No. 298” (Hellrigl Type 1), bearing on the obverse Chinese
‘Sinkiang’ overprints 3c. and 6c. (according to Hellrigl). Shown on the reverse a
“SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/serial 'be'/18.9.15” double-ring dispatch c.d.s., also
with a magenta military censorship cachet of Irkutsk.
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Fig. 6: Sharasume 1. 1918 registered red-band cover to PEKING with registration label
“Z/No. 227” (Hellrigl Type 1), bearing 1912-18 perf.2k.,3k., 35k. and imperf 1r., each
tied by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/serial 'be'/20.03.1918” dispatch c.d.s. sent
via the Russian P.O. in Peking (10 Apr.- Jul.Cal. / 22 Apr.-Greg.Cal.) and delivered via
the Chinese P.O. in Peking (23.4.-Greg.Cal.).

Fig. 7: Sharasume 1. 1918 registered red band envelope to PEKING with registration
label - “Z/No. 322” (Hellrigl Type 1), bearing 1912-18 perf. 2k., 3k. and 1r., cancelled
by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/serial 'be'/22.5.1918” double-ring dispatch c.d.s.,
sent via the Russian P.O. in PEKING (Oct.18) and delivered by the Chinese P.O. in
Peking (Oct.19).

The following two covers with the registration label (Hellrigl Type 1) are not
listed by Hellrigl.

Fig. 8: Sharasume 1 (later usage than recorded by Hellrigl). 1918 red band cover sent
registered to PEKING with registration label - “Z/No. 351” (Hellrigl Type 1), bearing
on reverse multiple franking of seven 15k., tied by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA
/'be'/5.6.18” double-ring c.d.s. and two different Peking arrival c.d.s.'s (19 Oct.) after
four months and two weeks in transit.
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Fig. 9: Sharasume 1 (later usage than recorded by Hellrigl). 1918 Native cover sent
registered to PEKING with registration label “Z/No. 358”, bearing on reverse 2k., 3k.
and 1r., tied by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/'be'/12.6.18” with Russian and
Chinese arrival c.d.s. (19 Oct) after more than four months in transit.

Fig. 10: Sharasume 2 (used: 11.03.1916). 1916 red-band envelope registered single
letter rate sent to PEKING via HARBIN, clearly documented by three-line directional
handstamp in red; with registration label “Z/No. 516” (Hellrigl Type 2). bearing on
reverse Russian adhesive 20k., cancelled by “SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/'be'/
11.3.16”; with two different bilingual Peking arrival c.d.s.'s (27 Apr.).

The following unrecorded type of registration label - “No. 966” (with large
thin “З” and without brackets around ‘Mongolia’) cannot be classified with one
of the ten Sharasume label types in the known Hellrigl table. Since the
registration label at hand bears aspects of both types 2 and 3 it could be
included in the Hellrigl list as (Type 2a).
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Fig. 11: Sharasume 2a (used: 21.01.1917). 1917 red band envelope registered to
PEKING via HARBIN faintly seen by three-line directional marks and with the
registration label “Z/No. 966” (Type 2a?), bearing on the reverse 10k. on 7k. (5), tied
by “SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/'be'/21.1.17” dispatch c.d.s. along with three
different “PEKING/15.1.1918” arrival c.d.s.'s.; the address side bears a Russian P.O.
“Peking/2.1.18”.

Two covers can currently be assigned to the registration label (Hellrigl Type 3).
Since the illustrations are only available in poor black and white quality,
alternatively short descriptions are given.

Sharasume 3 (used: 02.04.1916-17.01.1917). 1) 1916 Registered cover to Peking with
registration label - “Z/No. 457” (Hellrigl Type 3), bearing on the front, Russia Arms
10k. (2 singles), tied by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/'be'/2.4.16” dispatch c.d.s.
and the Russian “PEKING/26.4.16” arrival c.d.s. alongside. 2) 1917 Registered
commercial cover to PEKING via IRKUTSK, Russia and HARBIN (China) with
registration label - “Z/No. 869” (Hellrigl Type 3), franked with 1909-17 Russia 10k. (2),
cancelled “SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/'be'/17.1.17” and 18.1.17 (on reverse).
Also cancelled by the Russian P.O. “Peking /6.2./17” and the bilingual “Peking 21.2.17”
on reverse. A violet censorship mark reads “Military Post Office of IRKUTSK No. 26,
Military Censorship”.

From the following four “Sharasume” registration labels (Hellrigl Types 4-7)
so far only single covers are recorded. (See Figs. 12-15)
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Fig. 12: Sharasume 4 (used: 29.06.1916). 1916 Single rate registered letter via Irkutsk Harbin to Peking with registration label - “Z/No. 791” (Hellrigl Type 4), franked on
reverse with Russia Arms 20k., cancelled by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/
'be'/29.6.16”/12.7.1916 (Greg. Cal.); also shown “Military Post Office of Irkutsk No.
26, Military Censorship”. Mail was first delivered to the Russian P.O. in Peking
(19 Jul./1 Aug.) before handing over to the Chinese P.O. in Peking (2 Aug.) for delivery.

Fig. 13: Sharasume 5 (used: 11.02.1917-17.02.1917).

An image of the so far only known recorded cover from 17.02.1917 with
Sharasume registration label - “No. 920” (Hellrigl Type 5) was not available
for illustration.
The cover with the following registration label was not recorded by Hellrigl.
After checking several aspects this label can be assigned to the Sharasume label
(Hellrigl Type 5). Also, the sending date is only one week earlier than the so far
only known date of 17.2.1917 for this label type.

1917 red band cover sent registered via the Trans-Siberian Railway via HARBIN to
PEKING with registration label - “Z/No. 877” (Hellrigl Type 5), franked with Russia
Arms 10k. (vertical pair) paying 10k. single letter rate plus 10k. registration fee, tied by
“SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/'be'/ 11.2.17” dispatch double-ring c.d.s.
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Fig. 14: Sharasume 6 (used: 01.03.1917). 1917 registered red band envelope sent
registered via IRKUTSK and HARBIN to PEKING with registration label - “Z/No. 990”
(Hellrigl Type 6), franked with 1912-18 Russia Arms 10k. (2), cancelled by
“SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/'be'/1.3.1917”. The letter reached the Russian P.O. in
Peking dated 21.3.1917 (Jul. Cal.) and delivered by the Chinese P.O. on 3.4.1917 (Greg.
Cal.). Also censored in transit. The violet handstamp is inscribed “Military Post Office
of Irkutsk, No. 26, Military Censorship”.

Fig. 15: Sharasume 7 (used: 13.03.1918). 1918 registered red band envelope sent to
PEKING with registration label - “Z/No. 113” (Hellrigl Type 7), bearing on reverse
Russia Arms 20k. (2, one partly torn away) and 50k. (2), tied by “SHARASUME/
MONGOLIYA/'be'/13.3.18” dispatch double-ring c.d.s. (Only a black & white image
can be displayed).

In 1919 the Chinese government did not accept postage paid with Russian
stamps. Chinese stamps were affixed to the envelope and the addressee was
charged full postage.
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Mixed franking covers with a combination of Russian and Chinese/
Sinkiang stamps
Additional franking (mostly 9c.) was imposed by the Chinese authorities of
Sinkiang (to which Sharasume was ceded in 1919) which no longer accepted
the validity of the Russian stamps.

Fig. 16: Sharasume 8 (used: 05.01.1919-29.07.1919). 1919 Red band cover registered
to WAIKWAN, Peking with registration label - “Z/No. 341” (Hellrigl Type 8), bearing
on reverse, 1917 Russia 1r. imperf. vertical pair plus 1916 'Sinkiang' overprinted 4c. and
5c., tied by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIA/'be'/ 5.1.19” (18.1.19 - Greg. Cal.), also
shown three different Peking arrival c.d.s. (3.2.21) and brush-written delivery date
(4.2.1921). The 'Sharasume' mail took two years from dispatch to arrival.

So far the latest date of use of the registration label (Hellrigl Type 8) was a
registered red band cover to PEKING via HARBIN with the registration label “Z/No. 71” (Hellrigl Type 8), franked on reverse with pen crossed and printed
1916 Russia 10k. on 7k. (6) and 1909/12 Russia 15k., tied by only one
“SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/ 'be'/ 15.1.19” dispatch double-ring c.d.s.,
also shown Russian P.O. in Peking transit and bilingual “PEKING/ 21.4.19”
arrival c.d.s. (the black & white image of this cover is not illustrated due to the
lack of quality).
The new latest use and mixed country combination with the registration label
(Hellrigl Type 8) is show by two covers that were not listed by Hellrigl.
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Fig. 17: Sharasume 8. 1919 Native cover sent to PEKING with registration label “Z/No. 240” (Hellrigl Type 8), franked with 1909/12 Russia 20k. and pair of 50k. in
combination with Chinese 'Sinkiang' overprint 1c. (on front), 3c. and 6c., all tied by
“SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/'be'/8.7.19” dispatch c.d.s. adjacent to Russian and
Chinese “PEKING/ 16.8.19” arrival c.d.s.

Fig. 18: Sharasume 8 (so far the latest usage of this registration label). 1919 red band
cover sent registered to PEKING with registration label - “Z/No. 283” (Hellrigl Type 8),
franked with 1917 Russia imperf. 1r. (2), tied by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA
/'be'/29.7.19” dispatch double-ring c.d.s., further franked on arrival in Peking with
Chinese 'Sinkiang' overprints 4c. and 5c., tied by the Russian P.O. of “PEKING/31.8.19”
and three bilingual “Peking/31.8.19” arrival c.d.s's.

So far the earliest known cover with the registration label (Hellrigl Type 9) was
dated 7 October 1919. In the meantime a new earliest dated cover with this
label type was recorded:
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Fig. 19: Sharasume 9 (used: 06.06.1919-16.10.1919). 1919 Registered envelope sent to
PEKING (no directional mark or transit pmk.) with the registration label - “Z/No. 187”
(Hellrigl Type 9), bearing 1917 Russia 20k. and 1r. on reverse. The Chinese 1915
“Limited for Use in Sinkiang” overprints 1c. and 3c. (horizontal pair and single) on the
front were cancelled by “SHARASUME/ MONGOLIYA/'be'/-6.6.19” dispatch double
-ring c.d.s's. and different bilingual “PEKING/9.7.19” arrival c.d.s.

Fig. 20: Sharasume 9 (The second known cover without Russian stamps). 1919
registered red-band cover to PEKING with printed registration label “Z/No.
335” (Hellrigl Type 9), bearing on reverse China 1915 “Limited for Use in Sinkiang”
overprinted 1c. vertical pair and China 1916 overprinted ½c. block of four and 5c.,
cancelled by “SHARASUME/MONGOLIYA/'be'/-7.10.19” dispatch double-ring c.d.s.
showing also Japanese “Changchun/I.J.P.O.” c.d.s. (11.1.21) in violet and
“PEKING/14.1.21” arrival c.d.s.
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Note: The cover at hand which during the turmoil of the Civil War and the
disruptions of the Trans-Siberian route took more than 1 year and 7 months to
arrive at its destination. It was franked with Chinese adhesives in lieu of
Russian stamps. Due to the lack of valid Russian stamps at the post office in
Sharasume, Chinese stamps were accepted for prepayment of postage.

Fig. 21: Sharasume 9 (Russian, Chinese & Japanese offices combination; the latest
Sharasume cover with a Cyrillic registration label). 1919 Registered Russia-Sinkiang
combination cover to PEKING via HARBIN with registration label - “Z/No. 336”
(Hellrigl Type 9), franked with both 1917 Russia 1r. (imperforate pair) and China/
Sinkiang 4c. and (on reverse) 5c., cancelled by “SHARASUME/MONGOLI/'be'/
16.10.19” dispatch double-ring c.d.s.; the Russian imperforate pair of 1r. are also tied by
a violet Japanese P.O. in Manchuria “CHANGCHUN/I. J. P. O./ 10.1.21” transit c.d.s.
and the Chinese P.O. in PEKING (11.1.21) and WAIKWAN (14.1.21) arrival c.d.s.

Note: Due to political unrest in the wake of the Russian Civil War, this
envelope travelling between three different postal administrations was en route
for a long time; it suffered a delay of 15 months.
An exceptional position is occupied by the only known cover with a Cyrillic
manuscript registration label (40mm x 8mm). For the first time, the then
well-known 'Mongolia' expert G.S.Russell (NZL) reported in 1957 in the
Australian philatelic magazine “The Great Wall” and “Rossica” about a label
with handwritten Cyrillic letters “SHARASUME (Mong.)” affixed to a cover
with Cyrillic 'Sharasume' postmarks.
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Fig. 22: Sharasume 10. 1918 Red band cover sent registered to Peking via Harbin,
franked with Russia 70k. perf. on front and Russia 5k. imperf. block of four and single
imperf. 5k. on reverse, tied by “SHARASUME/ MONGOLIA/'be'/ 6.4.18”, also tying
improvised Cyrillic manuscript Sharasume registration label (40mm x 8mm) “Z/No. 102” adjacent (Hellrigl Type 10). On obverse also a Russian “PEKING/8.5.18”
arrival double-ring c.d.s. and different bilingual “PEKING/8.5.18” arrival and delivery
c.d.s's.

An attempt has been made to update and expand the Hellrigl list. Since the
destination ' Peking' and the main transit point 'Harbin' and also the Russian
issues and the Chinese Junk stamps with 'Sinkiang' overprints used have already
be noted, the following chronologically ordered table adds new sending dates,
subdivides the postal items into 'Registered' and 'Non-registered', including the
eight new postal items (in bold) which are not listed by Hellrigl, and - as well
as verifiably - mentions the provenance origin and refers to the source of the
respective illustration.
Table 1
No.

Date

Registration/No.

Label

Provenance

Reference

1

31.07.1915

Regist.-No. 144

Type 1

Tolman

SPINK, Jan.21, 2018, lot 2048

2

05.09.1915

Non-registered

Casey

David Feldman, Apr.20,2012, lot 20117

3

18.09.1915

Regist.-No. 298

Type 1

Adgey-Edgar

N. F. Mandrovsky Collection

4

11.03.1916

Regist.-No. 516

Type 2

Alevizos

David Feldman, Nov,28/Dec.3, 2016, lot 10996

5

02.04.1916

Regist.-No. 457

Type 3

Tolman

Robson Lowe, Jul.15, 1971, lot 2526

6

24.05.1916

Non-registered

Beckeman

David Feldman, Sep.24-28, 1979, lot 3914

7

29.06.1916

Regist.-No. 791

Type 4

Wei Gang

Asian Philatelist, No.291, 2012, p.25

8

06.07.1916

Non-registered

PSC

'Manhattan' coll.’

SPINK, Jan.21, 2018, lot 2049

9

17.01.1917

Regist.-No. 869

Type 3

Wallberg

Postmuseum Stockholm (2004)

10

21.01.1917

Regist.-No. 966

Type 2a

Shooliack

SPINK, Jan.17, 2016, lot 2395

11

11.02.1917

Regist.-No. 877

Type 5

Casey

David Feldman, Dec.12, 2012, lot 10150

12

17.02.1917

Regist.-No. 920

Type 5

13

01.03.1917

Regist.-No. 990

Type 6

Liphschutz

Hellrigl (Fig. 34), p.62 (G.C.Harmers, lot 1778)

14

20.05.1917

Non-registered

-

Mizuhara

SPINK, Jan.11, 2011, p.31

15

13.07.1917

Non-registered

-

Mizuhara

SPINK, Jan.11, 2011, p.26

-

-

-

Listed by Hellrigl
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(No illustration)

Table 1 continued...
No.

Date

Registration/No.

Label

Provenance

16

13.03.1918

Regist.-No. 113

Type 7

-

17

20.03.1918

Regist.-No. 227

Type 1

Liphschutz

Guido Craveri Harmers, May 1, 1993, lot 1779

18

06.04.1918

Regist.-No. 102 (ms) Type 10

Russell

David Feldman, Apr. 20, 2012, lot 20118

19

22.05.1918

Regist.-No. 322

Type 1

Liphschutz

Guido Craveri Harmers, Feb.19, 1994, lot 2157

20

05.06.1918

Regist.-No. 351

Type 1

Adgey-Edgar; Casey

David Feldman, Dec.12. 2012, lot 10151

21

12.06.1918

Regist.-No. 358

Type 1

Casey

David Feldman, Dec.12, 2012, lot 10152

22

05.01.1919

Regist.-No. 341

Type 8

Adler; Mizuhara

SPINK, Jan.23, 2011, lot 1528

23

15.01.1919

Regist.-No. 71

Type 8

24

06.06.1919

Regist.-No. 187

Type 9

25

18.06.1919

Non-registered

26

08.07.1919

Regist.-No. 240

27

29.07.1919

28
29
30

-

Reference

Corinphila, Jun.19-20, 1997, lot 9034

Cherrystone, Aug.30, 2000, lot 1688

Mandrovsky

N.F. Mandrovsky Mongolia collection

Beckeman

Interasia, Mongolia 1878-1948, PLATE 9

Type 8

Adgey-Edgar

David Feldman, Dec.12, 2012, lot 10153

Regist.-No. 263

Type 8

Casey

David Feldman, Apr.20, 2012, lot 20119

07.10.1919

Regist.-No. 335

Type 9

Tolman; Beckeman

Interasia, Dec.7, 2008, lot 1160

16.10.1919

Regist.-No. 336

Type 9

Tolman

Hellrigl (Fig. 35), p.63

03.02.1921

Registered (?)

Russell

Rossica, Vol. 54, 1958, p.10 (No illustration)

A total of 30 postal items (29 covers
and 1 postcard) can be proven today,
comprising 25 registered and five
non-registered covers. Among them
are eight new postal items, six
registered and two non-registered,
including the only known postal
stationery card. In the case of two
covers, the exact date of dispatch
(18.09.1915 and 29.07.1919) could be
specified. Of five letters from past
auction catalogues, only black and
white copies were available. Due to
the rarity of the registration label,
only one article showed a black and
white image (see Fig. 15). There were
no images of two covers (17.02.1917
and 03.02.1921?). Regarding the
latter postal item, it is necessary to
add that as early as 1957, the
'Mongolia' expert Russell (NZL)
reported a registered letter from
Sharasume allegedly dated 1921.
Such a sending date seems doubtful.
Hellrigl suspected that the Sharasume
postmarks were faint, while the
delivery datestamps probably showed
'1921', which led Russell to consider
this as the year of dispatch. It is
known that some envelopes sent from
Sharasume in 1919 did actually arrive
at Peking only in 1921. The correct
year of this cover is therefore
probably either 1919 or 1920. A
sending date for '1921' is very

-

(?)

questionable, since by order of the
Sinkiang ruler Yang in October 1920
all Russian post offices and
consulates in this province, including
in Sharasume, were closed. Since the
late 1950s, this letter has never been
reported again. There is no image
available and it has never been shown
in a collection or exhibition since
then - as far as is known.
Although Soviet Russia and the
USSR were politically-economically
and militarily deeply involved in
Sinkiang affairs in the following
years, especially in the 1930s and
1940s, it is not known if and when
there were postal activities on the part
of the Soviets in the Altai district of
Chinese Sinkiang. As far as is known
no postal item has been found so far.
The absence of the delimitation and
demarcation of the MongoliaSinkiang border remained a source of
continued disputes in that region.
Under the pretext that Mongolia had
begun an armed invasion of Sinkiang
and captured territory in the Peitashan
region (Baitak Bogdo incident),
Nationalist China voted at the United
Nations in the summer of 1947
against the admission of the
Mongolian People's Republic as a
new UN member.
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Although a treaty between Mongolia
and China on border demarcation was
concluded on 26 October 1962, and
the protocol defining the borderline
was signed on 30 June 1964, the first
meeting of the Sino-Mongolian
Border Inspection did not take place
until February-April 1982.
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